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tsFor every action, there 
is a reaction. What 
we do today has a 
direct impact on what 
happens tomorrow. 
Louisiana Tech 
University’s vision 
for the future can be 
seen in much of what 
is taking place on our 
campus today.

The Now Effect 
illustrates this 
progress and 
all that can be 
accomplished when 
there is commitment 
and persistence 
from the University 
community. Louisiana 
Tech embraces the 
evolution of our vision 
and will use it to blaze 
a path to a greater 
tomorrow.

The Tech Report is made possible through the support of the Louisiana Tech University Foundation.
Louisiana Tech, a member of the University of Louisiana System, is an equal opportunity educator and employer.



I recently opened the editorial page of the Shreveport Times and came upon a 
letter written by one of our first-year students that, to me, captured the essence 
of Louisiana Tech University.

“I have fallen in love with a beautiful and special place called Louisiana 
Tech,” the student proclaimed. “Tech is amazing and has such potential in all 
aspects of the university.”

This young student quickly saw in Louisiana Tech what so many have 
worked so hard to build over the past 114 years: educational experiences 
that extend far beyond the walls of the classroom, opportunities to excel in 
one’s personal and professional life, and relationships that endure long after 
commencement.

Without action, there is no reaction, and it’s clear that our actions, in the 
interest of bettering our institution and our community, have been recognized 
by our university partners. They have reacted with a level of support that will 
serve as the cornerstone of future success. That support, coupled with our hard 
work and commitment to our institution’s mission, is clearly evident in the new 
residential and athletics facilities currently being constructed on campus and in 
the new academic programs that we have developed for our students.

Louisiana Tech’s vision is an ambitious one, and there is much we are 
striving to achieve. The future success of this institution will be realized 
through our ability to share that vision with members of the local community, 
educational leaders, and our legislators in Baton Rouge. Under the leadership 
of our new University of Louisiana System President Dr. Randy Moffett, 
we will be able to capitalize on the strengths of our system and our state to 
accomplish the goals of this University.

In this edition of the Tech Report, I have the pleasure of sharing with you 
much of what is currently taking place on the Louisiana Tech campus and 
what will be coming in the very near future. The face of Louisiana Tech is 
changing right before our eyes, and it’s a direct result of the love we have for 
this beautiful and special place and that extraordinary potential we possess in 
all aspects of Louisiana Tech University.
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“Without 
action, 
there is no 
reaction, and 
it’s clear that 
our actions, 
in the interest 
of bettering 
our institution 
and our 
community, 
have been 
recognized 
by our 
university 
partners.”
Dr. Daniel D. Reneau, president
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“All the construction and renovations taking 
place are part of a comprehensive, integrated 
plan to enhance the ‘college experience’ for 
Tech students.” Dr. Jim King, vice president for student affairs

Commitment to Progress
If it has been a while since you’ve visited Louisiana Tech, you may want to 

grab a campus map and a camera before you come: you may not recognize it 
when you arrive.

Changes to the campus landscape are taking place at every turn.
In September, University Park-Phase II opened with 160 new beds, offering 

apartment-style residence halls for all Tech students. University Park’s third 
phase, called Park Place, is currently under construction and will open in the 
fall of 2009 with an additional 348 beds. It will be located at the intersection of 
Everett Street and Mississippi Avenue.

“The new phase of University Park will create social and recreational 
experiences around the residential facilities,” says Dr. Jim King, vice president 
for student affairs. “It will also provide dedicated pedestrian access points to the 
campus.”

Accentuating Tech’s new recreational experience will be a multi-million 
dollar expansion to the Lambright Intramural Center. It will include a new 
aquatics center featuring two new swimming pools, food service, classroom and 
meeting space, and a new state-of-the-art bowling alley (completed in August).

“All the construction and renovations taking place are part of a 
comprehensive, integrated plan to enhance the ‘college experience’ for 
Tech students,” says King. “We are providing new social and recreational 
opportunities for students and places for them to gather.”

A large-scale transformation of Tech’s athletics facilities is also underway.
Athletic Polymer Systems, based out of Corona, Calif., recently completed 

the installation of a brand new track surface at the Jim Mize Track and 
Field Complex. The project, which took four months to complete, involved 
removing the old track and installing layers of concrete, asphalt and a 
specialized tartan surface.

Track and Field Coach Gary Stanley, who has led his program to six 
women’s indoor and outdoor conference championship titles in the past four 
years, is excited about the prospects for the new track. 

“Every person in our program is so excited about this,” Stanley said. “This is 
long overdue. A lot of alumni have called and said how happy they are. We’re 
all just so excited to get a first-class facility.”

The Thomas Assembly Center received a new custom-designed maple wood 
floor last October, along with additional renovations to the men’s basketball 
offices, video room and locker room. J.C. Love Field at Pat Patterson Park, 
home of the Bulldog baseball team, recently added a brand new scoreboard and 
a newly constructed press box, while undergoing other maintenance upgrades.

Louisiana Tech’s academic facilities are another focal point of the campus 
improvement plan.

In addition to the recent announcement of Enterprise Campus, the 
University’s master-planned research park, the old Visual Arts building located 
between Prescott Memorial Library and the College of Business, will undergo 
renovations to become the new home of the Center for Entrepreneurship and 
Innovation Technology (CEnIT).

The CEnIT serves as a catalyst to enable a community of faculty, students, 
and external partners to produce innovations in information technology and 
entrepreneurship that seek to enhance the economy of northern Louisiana.

“There has never been a more exciting time to be at Louisiana Tech,” 
says King. “It’s exciting to see the changes happening on our campus and to 
continue sharing our vision with the Tech community.”
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“Hundreds of millions of dollars in business in 
high-tech fields could result from this endeavor. 
It will help us to attract and keep some of the 
top research and business minds in the nation 
in northern Louisiana.” Dr. Daniel D. Reneau, president

An Economic Enterprise,
Powered by Tech

Have you heard about the new bridge being built between 
Louisiana Tech and downtown Ruston? It’s only about a quarter of a 
mile long, but it will take us into tomorrow.

In July, President Dan Reneau announced the location of Louisiana 
Tech’s Enterprise Campus, to be developed on land being acquired 
between downtown Ruston and the eastern edge of the Tech campus.

The culmination of a vision by Reneau and Tech’s senior 
administration, Enterprise Campus will serve as a permanent location 
for high-tech companies looking to associate themselves with and 
capitalize on the intellectual and research strengths of the University.

“Hundreds of millions of dollars in business in high-tech fields 
could result from this endeavor,” says Reneau. “It will help us to 
attract and keep some of the top research and business minds in the 
nation in northern Louisiana.”

The location was one of 13 considered and was selected because 
of its proximity to the Tech campus and the city, allowing the tenant 
companies to access the resources of both.

Sasaki Associates of Boston, one of the premier planners for 
research parks in the nation, is working with Hunt, Guillot and 
Associates of Ruston, Tipton and Associates of Baton Rouge, and Ashe 
Broussard Weinzettle Architects of Alexandria to develop the master 
plan.

Enterprise Campus could eventually encompass up to a 50-acre 
tract between College and Monroe Streets from east to west, and the 
railroad tracks and California Avenue from north to south.

Plans for the first building at Enterprise Campus, designed by 
Ruston architect Mike Walpole, have already been developed.  At 
a projected cost of about $10 million, construction on the 50,000 
square foot facility should begin in the summer of 2009.  Upon 
completion, it is expected to house between three and five companies 
as well as Tech’s Cyberspace Security Laboratory.

Enterprise Campus is part of a $100 million expansion taking 
place on the Tech campus. Construction is underway on several new 
residence halls and new recreational facilities. Renovations will begin 
in the fall on the old Visual Arts building, which will serve as the 
future home of the Center for Entrepreneurship and Information 
Technology (CEnIT).

“The CEnIT is where many ideas for new businesses will be born,” 
says Les Guice, vice president for research and development. “Some 
of those new start-up businesses could easily become future tenants of 
the Enterprise Campus.”

“Enterprise Campus will ultimately become one of the largest 
economic engines in northern Louisiana,” states Reneau. “It’s a bridge 
between where we are and where we want to be.”
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Trenchless Technology 
Center Dedicated

Louisiana Tech’s new national trenchless 
technology research facility, located on the 
South Campus, was dedicated this past year 
by President Dan Reneau at a ceremony 
attended by industry representatives from 
across North America.

The Trenchless Technology Center will 
feature a high-bay research space with an 
overhead crane where large scale experiments 
can be monitored.

Tech’s Trenchless Technology Center 
began in 1989 as the Trenchless Excavation 
Center. Over the past nineteen years, it has 
evolved into an internationally recognized 
research center specializing in the installation 
and repair of underground utilities while 
avoiding the need to dig large and disruptive ground trenches for this work.

New Doctoral Program, Tracks Added
Louisiana Tech received approval to establish two new cyberspace tracks for two Ph.D. programs: the Ph.D. in engineering 

and the Ph.D. in computational analysis and modeling. Also, a new doctorate program in industrial and organizational 
psychology has been added.

“This fits in well with our economic development plans,” said President Dan Reneau. “I think this is a wonderful addition 
for the direction our University is moving. It enhances our doctoral and research capabilities and will provide opportunities 
for very bright students and future career successes.”

The tracks and the new industrial and organizational psychology degree are consistent with Tech’s reclassification by the 
Southern Regional Education Board as a Doctoral II research university.

Leadership in 
Cyberspace Technology 
and Education

Lt. Col. Dan Simonsen, Air Force ROTC 
commander and professor of aerospace 
studies, was named the recipient of the 2007 
Air Force Association’s ROTC Curriculum 
Development Award for his original 
curriculum program, “Cyberspace and the 
Air Force Mission.”

Simonsen said he chose to develop a lesson 
plan on cyberspace because of its importance 
in society and to the Air Force’s mission.

The award is presented annually to an 
AFROTC professor or assistant professor 
of aerospace studies by the Air Force 
Association, an independent, nonprofit, 
civilian education organization promoting 
public understanding of aerospace power and 
its pivotal role in national security.

Simonsen was the recipient of this award last year as well for his original curriculum, “Airpower through World War I.”

Researchers Involved 
in Groundbreaking 
Physics

Dr. Dick Greenwood, an associate 
professor of physics, Dr. Lee Sawyer, 
academic director of Tech’s physics and 
chemistry programs, and Dr. Markus 
Wobisch, an assistant professor of physics, 
are part of a team of researchers that 
recently announced the observation of an 
extremely rare pair of particles at the U.S. 
Department of Energy’s Fermi National 
Accelerator Laboratory in Batavia, Ill.

Z bosons produced as pairs, or “ZZ 
dibosons,” play the role of “force carrier” 
in electroweak interactions.  According to 
Fermilab, properties of the ZZ diboson 
make its discovery an essential prelude 
to finding or excluding the elusive Higgs 
particle, which is thought to determine 
why everything in the universe has mass.

Greenwood, Sawyer and Wobisch were 
largely involved in several aspects of the 
measurement, including reprocessing the 
data taken using the computing resources 
of the Louisiana Optical Network 
Initiative, or LONI.

Louisiana Tech Helps 
Charter National 
Learning Consortium

Louisiana Tech is one of seven charter 
members of the New Century Learning 
Consortium – a group whose mission 
is to assist universities in implementing 
high quality, large-scale online and 
blended learning programs.

Founded by Ray Schroeder, Director 
of the University of Illinois-Springfield’s 
Office of Technology-Enhanced Learning 
(OTEL), and Burks Oakley, Founding 
Director of the University of Illinois 
Online, the Consortium is being funded 
with a grant from the Alfred P. Sloan 
Foundation.

Consortium activities include 
developing a clearinghouse of online 
classes where there is excess capacity, 
shared IT expertise to support building 
infrastructure capacity, and peer support 
at the upper administration, dean, and 
faculty member levels.

Journalism Professors Collect National, 
Regional Awards

Two Louisiana Tech journalism professors won national awards for writing 
and advising.

Elizabeth Barfoot Christian (pictured right) and Sallie Rose Hollis, both 
faculty members in the journalism department, have been recognized by the 
National Federation of Press Women (NFPW). Their students also won several 
awards in competitions sponsored by the Society of Professional Journalists and 
the Louisiana Press Association.

Christian won 
honorable mention 
for her feature article 
concerning the campus 
exhibit of “Beating 
Hearts: Stories of 
Domestic Violence.” 
It was distributed 
by the Tech News 
Bureau. Hollis, who 
advises the student-run 
campus newspaper Tech 
Talk, won honorable 
mention as faculty 
adviser of student 
publications.
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“Dr. Lvov is nationally and internationally 
known for his pioneering work in the area of 
nanotechnology, particularly as it relates to 
the layer-by-layer nanoassembly technique 
and its applications.” Dr. Kody Varahramyan

No Small Accomplishment
In the world of micro and nanotechnology innovation, Dr. Yuri Lvov 

is a giant.
For years, the chemistry professor and holder of the Tolbert Pipes 

Eminent Endowed Chair has been recognized and revered by his 
colleagues at Louisiana Tech for his pioneering micro and nanosytems 
research. His extensive work has also greatly contributed to Louisiana 
Tech’s reputation as a national leader in micro and nanotechnology 
education and commercialization.

In January, his industry recognized him as well. Lvov was named 
Small Times magazine’s 2007 Innovator of the Year.

“Each year it gets more and more difficult to judge the best and 
brightest as the micro and nanotechnology market continues to mature 
and new products come to market,” said Christine Shaw, senior vice 
president and group publisher of Small Times. “It is an honor to 
recognize the leading companies and business and research executives 
who are driving integration of nanotechnology into the commercial 
pipeline.”

“This is a well-deserved award,” said Dr. Kody Varahramyan, 
former director for the Institute for Micromanufacturing. “Dr. Lvov 
is nationally and internationally known for his pioneering work in the 
area of nanotechnology, particularly as it relates to the layer-by-layer 
nanoassembly technique and its applications.”

Lvov received the award based on his work related to important 
cancer drugs. His research pioneers drug reformulation through 
polyelectrolyte nano-encapsulation, which has allowed stable nano 
and micro colloids of cancer drugs. Lvov has used the same approach 
to improve cellulose microfibers from recycled paper through 
polyelectrolyte nanocoating, which has allowed increased recycled fiber 
usage in paper.

This work was also recognized in a recent issue of Pharma Focus Asia, 
one of the largest and most respected pharmaceutical science journals in 
the world.

Lvov said while he felt this achievement was a summation of his 
work, he expects to continue his research for many years. “Of course, I 
hope to do something more. Many, many people were considered. This 
award means Louisiana researchers are moving forward.”

Dr. Stan Napper, dean of the College of Engineering and Science, 
said Lvov’s willingness to collaborate with young faculty members in a 
variety of areas has helped boost interdisciplinary research within the 
university.

“His technology and scientific contributions have enabled so many of 
our researchers to develop innovations in a variety of areas,” Napper said.

“What’s really special about Yuri is he understands the innovative 
process of taking things he does into things industries are interested in,” 
says Dr. Les Guice, vice president for research and development. “He 
provides leadership for us, and [this award] is an amazing demonstration 
of his technology.”

Guice added that Lvov is passionate about Tech and is a great asset to 
the university.

“Great people like him could go anywhere in the country,” Guice 
said. “He has made a difference for us.”
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“We cannot 
help but be 
amazed at the 
discoveries 
of our faculty 
this past 
year and 
the breadth 
of their 
inventions.”
Dr. Richard Kordal, 
director of the Office of 
Intellectual Property and 
Commercialization

A Reputation for Innovation 
A good university uses its intellectual and innovative strengths for the 

betterment of the institution. A great university uses these assets for the 
betterment of us all.

Once again, Louisiana Tech is leading the way in innovation productivity 
and delivering new ideas to the marketplace.

“We cannot help but be amazed at the discoveries of our faculty this past 
year and the breadth of their inventions,” says Dr. Richard Kordal, director 
of the Office of Intellectual Property and Commercialization (OIPC). “These 
inventions span a wide range of scientific disciplines from nanotechnology to 
biomedical engineering.”

Tech had a total of 27 Reports of Invention (ROI) this past year disclosed 
to the OIPC. This averages out to about 20 ROIs per $10 million research 
and development expenditures, which is approximately five times the national 
average.

Six new patents were issued to Louisiana Tech this past year, giving the 
university a total of 25. Of the newly issued patents, three of them have 
already been licensed to companies.

Louisiana Tech also filed a total of 18 new patent applications. One 
of these patent applications covered a new device, invented by Dr. Ville 
Kajaakari, that is placed in a shoe and that can harvest the power from 
walking motion to recharge batteries or other electronic devices.

Another application covered a method, invented by Drs. Henry Cardenas 
and Kelly Crittenden, for strengthening bone and/or repairing bone fractures 
more effectively.

Tech has signed nine new licenses/options during the past year (five licenses 
and four options) yielding a percentage of licenses/options executed to ROIs 
received of 33 percent. In just the past five years, Louisiana Tech’s license/
option activity has more than quadrupled.

“Louisiana Tech faculty are also engaging in entrepreneurship,” explains 
Kordal. “By doing so, they are helping to both commercialize their technology 
and stimulate the local economy.”

In the past year, two new Louisiana start-up companies were formed 
based on technology licensed from Louisiana Tech. Both of these companies 
have opened offices in Tech’s business incubator. With these new additions, 
Louisiana Tech’s two business incubators are at full capacity.

However, among all of these achievements and accomplishments, Louisiana 
Tech is most pleased to see that some of its previously licensed technologies 
are now reaching the marketplace and are beginning to benefit the public.

“AdmitOne Security, formerly BioPassword, recently launched a software 
product based on Dr. Vir Phoha’s technology that helps prevent the fraudulent 
use of digital identities,” says Kordal.

“As we look toward the future, we are excited about the prospect 
of additional Louisiana Tech-based products being launched into the 
marketplace and the positive impact they will make on our society.”

The inventions at Louisiana Tech are capturing the attention of 
entrepreneurs, established companies and other potential partners and 
collaborators from around the nation.

“This is just another in a long list of examples of how Louisiana Tech has 
gained a strong reputation for innovation within the business community,” 
states Kordal. “There are many programs and departments here at Tech that 
are regarded as highly valuable assets within the community.”
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off a new device that, when paired with a 
shoe, can actually harvest walking power.



Full Circle
It’s been said, “You can’t go home again.” Dr. Eric 

Guilbeau would have to disagree.
“I’m so happy to be back at Louisiana Tech and to 

have the opportunity to be a part of a university that 
has done so much to help me in my career.”

Guilbeau has been appointed the new director for 
Louisiana Tech’s Biomedical Engineering Program 
and the Center for Biomedical Engineering and 
Rehabilitative Science.

He has spent the past 31 years at Arizona State 
University as the founding chair of the Harrington 
Department of Bioengineering and the former chair of 
the chemical, bio and materials engineering program.

In June of 2008, Guilbeau returned to Louisiana 
Tech to lead the same biomedical engineering program 
that he contributed to over 40 years ago under the 
auspices of a young and enthusiastic assistant professor 
in the College of Engineering and Science.

“Dr. Reneau was as much a visionary then as he is 
now,” says Guilbeau. “I knew then that he would, one 
day, preside over this university.”

Tech has always had a special place in Guilbeau’s 
heart.

“I just love Tech. It prepared me for the success that 
I’ve had in my career, and it’s where I earned my degrees 
in chemical engineering,” explains Guilbeau. “That 
was back before there was anything really known as 
‘biomedical engineering’.”

But that’s not the only reason Tech is special.
“I also met my wife on a blind date while going to 

school here. It was at the state fair game during the 
weekend that we played Northwestern State.”

Guilbeau enjoys reminiscing about the past, but his 
sights are set squarely on the future.

“I’m focused on attracting the best and brightest 
faculty in the nation to come to Tech and take 
advantage of the outstanding resources and facilities 
that we have to offer.”

In addition to faculty recruitment, Guilbeau will 
also help mentor the young faculty in the biomedical 
engineering program as well as establish relationships 
with other engineering and medical rehabilitation 
institutions throughout the country.

“I consider it an honor and a privilege to be here 
again, and I look forward to giving back to a place that 
has been so good to me.”

Ditto, Dr. Guilbeau. Welcome home.
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IfM Researchers 
Present Before World 
Biomaterials Congress

Drs. Yuri Lvov, David K. Mills and 
Sidney Sit, researchers at the Institute for 
Micromanufacturing, presented their latest 
nanoassembly research at the 8th World 
Biomaterials Congress held in Amsterdam.

Mills and Sit organized a scientific session on 
“Layer-by-layer Nanoassembled Biomaterials” 
that featured Lvov as the keynote speaker. 
Lvov addressed an assembly of more than 100 
engineers and scientists from around the world 
on the topic of 1-, 2- and 3-D Biomimetic 
Nanoassembly: Coating, Patterning and 
Encapsulation.

History Professor Receives 
Research Fellowship

Dr. Jeffery Hankins, an assistant professor of history, received a research 
fellowship to study at the H. Henry Meeter Center for Calvin Studies at Calvin 
College in Grand Rapids, Mich. His research focused on the religious practices of 
the Dutch weavers who came to England in the 16th century to ply their craft.

Hankins said the Meeter Center has the most extensive collection on John 
Calvin and Calvinists in the United States. He said the six-week research fellowship 
provided a small stipend and access to the extensive collection on John Calvin. 
Hankins has written about the Dutch weavers in England as part of his research 
specialty in British history.

Chemistry Professor Lands 
Cover of Prestigious Journals

Assistant professor of chemistry Dr. Collin Wick’s research on methods for 
removing nuclear waste from water at the molecular level earned him the cover 
of Journal of Physical Chemistry C and Chemical Physics Letters, two of the most 
respected publications in physical chemistry and chemical physics.

In June of 2006, the most widely read and cited physical chemistry journal in the 
world, The Journal of Physical Chemistry, also featured Wick’s work on its cover.

Wick plans to continue this research to discover a pathway for optimizing the 
type of oil-like liquid to be used for the decontamination of water with nuclear 
waste.
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“I consider it an honor and 
a privilege to be here again, 
and I look forward to giving 
back to a place that has been 
so good to me.”
Dr. Eric Guilbeau, director for Biomedical Engineering and Center 
for Biomedical Engineering and Rehabilitative Science
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“As a past 
president of 
AMS myself, 
I know the 
importance 
of keeping 
a strong 
tie with the 
Academy, 
and we could 
not think of a 
better way to 
do that than 
by moving 
the central 
office to 
Ruston.”
Dr. James Lumpkin, dean of the 
College of Business

Centers of Attention
Academic and research centers have become synonymous with excellence in higher education and 

intellectual diversity. The more an institution is able to immerse its students in unique experiences and 
new ways of thinking, the stronger the institution becomes and the better prepared its students are to 
become the leaders of tomorrow.

Once again, Louisiana Tech is at the leading edge, embracing this pedagogy and taking it to new 
heights.

Joe D. Waggonner Center for Bipartisan Politics and 
Public Policy

The Joe D. Waggonner Center for Bipartisan Politics and Public Policy is being created to honor a 
political powerhouse and Tech graduate who, during his nine terms in the U.S. Congress, helped to 
propel bipartisan relationships in a capital known for rigid party lines.

“He loved this institution. He represented it with class and style,” President Dan Reneau said, smiling. 
“Joe was a true Bulldog.”

The center will engage the University community in public affairs issues of broad local, state and 
national importance. It will also seek to bring in distinguished speakers and forums, create student 
internships in Washington D.C. and endow a chair in the political science department in the College of 
Liberal Arts.

“It’s very important that his legacy not be lost,” said Reneau. “This Center will not only recognize a 
giant of Congress, but it will also preserve his work. It will bring his legacy to those who come after him.”

Academy of Marketing Science (AMS)
The Academy of Marketing Science (AMS) moved from the University of Miami to Louisiana Tech 

this past June. At that time, the Journal for Academy Marketing Science (JAMS), a premiere publication, 
also moved to Tech.

“The College of Business could not be more thrilled to be involved with such a prestigious 
organization,” said Dr. James Lumpkin, dean of the College of Business. “As a past president of AMS 
myself, I know the importance of keeping a strong tie with the Academy, and we could not think of a 
better way to do that than by moving the central office to Ruston.”

Dr. Barry Babin, the immediate past president of AMS, also played a large role in the move. Babin is 
head of the Marketing and Analysis Department at the College of Business.

Tech’s doctoral students will assist in facilitating the publication of JAMS. Babin said that he hopes 
the publication and the center will help Tech attract new faculty.

AMS, which has more than 1,600 active members, is an international scholarly and professional 
organization. The Academy is dedicated to promoting high standards and excellence in the creation and 
dissemination of marketing knowledge and the furtherance of marketing practices through a role of 
leadership within the discipline of marketing worldwide.

Center for Information Assurance
The College of Business has also established the Center for Information Assurance as an 

interdisciplinary, collaborative research center between computer information systems in the Department 
of Management and Information Systems and the School of Accountancy.

The Center for Information Assurance supports northwest Louisiana by conducting research for the 
U.S. Air Force Cyber Command at Barksdale Air Force Base, in the accounting profession and in the 
computer information systems area.

Research is already underway in areas such as deception detection, on-line self-disclosure, security 
policies and computer abuse, and knowledge management within virtual communities.
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Aiming High
Air Force ROTC Cadets James E.C. Kawecki (pictured left) and Tuan Nguyen 

earned special recognition this past year for outstanding achievements in their studies 
and an unwavering commitment to their country.

Kawecki was selected as one of 20 cadets nationwide to receive the Society of 
American Military Engineers (SAME) Award.

“I was so thankful knowing that my commander, Lt. Col. (Dan) Simonsen, took 
the time to write an awards package for me. I was very proud and happy to receive the 
award and personally thanked my study group members and told my parents,” said 
Kawecki.

The award recognizes 20 outstanding Air Force Reserve Officer Training Corps cadets 
in both the “next-to-last,” or junior, and “last,” or senior, year of an engineering course. 
The purpose of the award is to impress upon undergraduate engineering students 
by appropriate recognition of meritorious promise of achievement in the field the 
importance of engineering to national security.

Each cadet must be pursuing a four- or five-year engineering degree, rank in the 
upper 25 percent of the engineering class, be enrolled in either of the last two years of 
the accredited undergraduate engineering curriculum and rank in the upper 25 percent 
of the aerospace studies class.

Kawecki attributes the award to Tech’s engineering faculty who “do much to promote 
student achievement.”

Those who work with Kawecki speak just as highly about him as he does about them.
“This is both an honor for Cadet Kawecki and a testament to the quality of Louisiana 

Tech’s engineering faculty and program,” said Lt. Col. Dan Simonsen, commander of 
the Air Force ROTC Detachment 305 and professor of aerospace studies.

Simonsen shared that, in addition to being selected for the SAME award, Kawecki 
was also selected the Detachment’s Cadet Wing commander for the fall.

Nguyen decided to forgo a couple of months of R&R last summer and instead 
participate in the Advanced Course in Engineering (ACE) Cyber Security Boot Camp, 
conducted by the U.S. Air Force Research Lab in Rome, N.Y.

Nguyen was selected from a nationwide pool of applicants for one of only 33 spots in 
the ACE class.

“Prior to attending ACE, the concept of cyber security was really beyond my scope of 
understanding,” Nguyen said. “But now that I have successfully completed the course, I 
feel that I have found a new area of interest and something I can focus in on as a career.”

The ACE was founded in 2002 to develop the top students in U.S. Air Force, U.S. 
Army and U.S. Navy pre-commissioning training programs into the next generation of 
cyber security leaders. The class is comprised of ROTC and civilian college seniors with 
at least a 3.0 GPA, and who are majoring in computer science, computer engineering or 
electrical engineering.

Cyberspace security encompasses the defense of not only areas related to the 
Internet and computer systems, but also any systems using electromagnetic means 
to communicate or interface. These systems include cell phones, television and radio 
signals, and satellites.

Nguyen says the boot camp experience provided him with insight into the 
importance of cyber security to national security.

“I have a great appreciation for how important cyber security is to our national 
security and how vulnerable we are without it,” states Nguyen. “The ACE showed us 
that even classified information is never completely secure,” he said. “We learned how 
easy it is to hack into various computer systems, which in turn, taught us what we need 
to do to defend them.”
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Putting the “Tech” 
in Education

Education has come a long way from the days of the abacus 
and the inkwell.

Technology has now become the primary tool of the 
trade, and Dr. Lajeane Thomas, a professor in the College 
of Education, has been recognized as a trailblazer in this 
methodology.

eSchool News has selected Thomas as one of its “Ten Who’ve 
Made a Difference” in educational technology, calling those on 
the list “ed-tech movers and shakers.”

The honor acknowledges the contributions of educators who 
have had a profound impact on educational technology in the 
last decade.

“Being Chair of the International Society for Technology in 
Education (ISTE) Accreditation and Standards Committee all 
these years has provided me with the opportunity to touch a 
lot of people because of the way the standards were developed,” 
Thomas said.

“People all over the world have contributed to these standards. 
We collect opinions and ideas through the Internet, face-to-face 
presentations, and feedback sessions at a variety of professional 
conferences.”

Thomas shares the honor with people such as Microsoft 
Chairman Bill Gates, One Laptop Per Child Chairman Nicholas 
Negroponte and Linda G. Roberts, former special White House 
advisor on educational technology.

Thomas is passionate about technology in education because, 
she said, it cuts across the curriculum, supporting learning in all 
subject areas. 

“We have the ability to reach beyond one subject area,” 
Thomas said. “Whatever the subject area – science, social studies, 
math – technology is used as a port for education in all areas.” 

eSchool News said it chose Thomas because of her leadership in 
creating the nation’s first set of educational technology standards 
which define what students should know and be able to do 
with technology. In 1998, the National Education Technology 
Standards for students were released, and the NETS for teachers 
and administrators were released shortly afterward.

Last year, ISTE released an updated version of the standards 
for the students, and a revised version of the NETS for Teachers 
in June 2008. The new NETS for Administrators will follow 
in June 2009. Additionally, program standards developed by 
ISTE and applied by the National Council for Accreditation for 
Teacher Education (NCATE) for evaluating university programs 
in the areas of Technology Facilitation, Technology Leadership 
and Secondary Computer Education will be revised and 
presented to NCATE by ISTE in 2010.

eSchool News is a monthly newspaper which provides news 
and information to help K-20 decision-makers successfully use 
technology and the Internet to help schools and colleges achieve 
their goals.
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ACT Scores on the Rise
At 23.3, Louisiana Tech’s freshman ACT 

scores are higher than ever before. 
And 63 percent of the 2007 freshman class 

has an ACT score of 22 or better, with 18.8 
percent of those students having a score of 
27 or above. Last year, the Board of Regents 
calculated the average freshman ACT score for 
Louisiana colleges and universities at 22.4.

“I am delighted about the ACT scores. 
They are really climbing,” Tech President Dan 
Reneau said. “That’s the largest increase we’ve 
seen in a long time. We have a superb student 
body.”

Reneau added that 21 percent of the total 
student body is comprised of graduate students.

“Our goal is to have graduate students make 
up 20 to 25 percent of our student body,” he 
said. “We’re pleased at where we are. We have a 
good, solid enrollment.”

Gridiron Graduates
Louisiana Tech ranked No. 1 in the state of 

Louisiana in graduation rates among schools 
that play football, according to an NCAA 
report based on student-athletes who entered 
school in fall of 2000 and who graduated by 
summer of 2006.

“These high graduation rate numbers 
certainly reflect the importance of academic 
success to our overall athletic program,” said 
former Tech Athletics Director Jim Oakes. “We 
are very pleased by the strong commitment to 
academic excellence that our student-athletes, 
coaches, and staff have all made.” 

Tech’s graduation rate of 71 percent ranked 
ahead of Tulane (67), Southeastern Louisiana 
(60), UL-Lafayette (60), New Orleans (58), 
Grambling State (56), Northwestern State (55), 
McNeese State (54), Centenary (53), LSU (48), 
Southern (47), UL-Monroe (41) and Nicholls 
State (38). 

“This is an outstanding accomplishment by Louisiana Tech student-athletes,” said Tech Deputy Athletics Director Mary 
Kay Hungate. “Credit goes to Jim [Oakes] for placing such importance on performance in the classroom and to all coaches 
for following his example and encouraging their student-athletes to succeed.”

“We have the ability 
to reach beyond one 
subject area. Whatever 
the subject area – 
science, social studies, 
math – technology 
is used as a port for 
education in all areas.” 
Dr. Lajeane Thomas, College of Education
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“This award 
has helped 
to show me 
the meaning 
of my 
life’s work. 
Teaching 
is what I’m 
supposed to 
be doing.”
Mrs. Anita Pumphrey

Elite Educators
Mrs. Anita Pumphrey

Three words written on a white board that hangs outside of Anita Pumphrey’s office door 
let her know how students feel. It reads: We love you.

Those words not only affirm Pumphrey’s work as a faculty member, but they also help to 
explain one reason why she was awarded the F. Jay Taylor Undergraduate Teaching Award.

“It was quite an honor,” Pumphrey said. “This award has helped to show me the meaning 
of my life’s work. Teaching is what I’m supposed to be doing.”

Pumphrey always maintains an open-door office policy and never turns away a person who 
comes seeking help, no matter the time of day.

Her former students have gone on to careers in child life, child development, and family 
studies at major hospitals throughout the United States. Their success is not surprising, as 
Pumphrey has made it her professional mission to help students reach their goals.

In her opinion, the best teachers are confidence builders.
“One of the great lessons I learned along the way was that students come to the classroom 

with different experiences, personalities and learning styles,” Pumphrey said. “What they 
share is that they are all hungry for honest feedback about themselves. They shine when you 
tell them they are good at something.”

Dr. Lee Sawyer
When Dr. Lee Sawyer (pictured right) learned that he had won the Outstanding Adviser 

Award his reaction was – well – physical.
“I almost choked up about it,” he said, smiling. “It’s meaningful because it came from the 

students.”
Sawyer, an associate professor of physics who also chairs the University’s physics program, 

has had a career full of meaningful moments. He was part of a research team (led by five 
other Tech researchers) that discovered a new sub-atomic particle – known as the “Xb.” The 
discovery has helped to clarify scientific understanding about the basic building blocks of 
matter.

Balancing research, advising and teaching with administration is a juggling act; so far, 
Sawyer hasn’t let a ball drop.

“Tech has so much to offer our physics majors, because we produce cutting edge, state-of-
the-art physics research; yet the department is small enough that we know all of our majors.”

Dr. David Mills
Dr. David Mills likes to describe his career path as a road less traveled.
Students in Mills’ biology classes have come to expect that they are as likely to hear literary 

allusions to Robert Frost and William Shakespeare as they are to hear detailed references to 
Temporomandibular Joint Disorder (TMJ), the professor’s research focus.

But one thing he never expected was to win the University Foundation Professorship 
Award.

“I was amazed,” Mills said. “I had been nominated before, but was convinced I’d never 
win. I told people I was the Susan Lucci of the Tech Faculty Awards.”

His love for science transcends disciplines. In addition to working in biological sciences, 
Mills is also on faculty at the Institute for Micromanufacturing.

Research remains a focal point passion, one for which Mills will gladly go the distance. 
In 2008, he presented a paper in Amsterdam, Holland, at the Eighth World Biomaterials 
Conference, where Tech’s Dr. Yuri Lvov was a keynote speaker.

“That was definitely a highlight of the past year,” Mills said, smiling. “It was the first time I 
chaired an international conference session.”

It will certainly not be his last.
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 “It is important that we invest in our sports so 
they can compete in a way that will make every 
Bulldog and Lady Techster fan proud to be a 
part of the program.” Derek Dooley,  athletics director and head football coach

A Brighter Future for Tech Athletics
Spend any time at all in the corridors of the Thomas Assembly Center or the Charles Wyly Athletic 

Center and you’ll know that something is different.
It’s hard to see, but it’s easy to feel. It’s a sense of excitement and anticipation that has the entire Bulldog 

Nation sitting up and taking notice.
“Our fans deserve all the positive and rewarding experiences that a quality athletics program provides,” 

explains Head Football Coach and new Athletics Director Derek Dooley. “It is important that we invest in 
our sports so they can compete in a way that will make every Bulldog and Lady Techster fan proud to be a 
part of the program.”

Over the past several months, the athletics department has undergone an unprecedented transformation. 
Using the Tech 2020 strategic plan as a guide, Dooley is the architect of a vision that will help propel Tech 
Athletics into the 21st century and provide an unparalleled fan experience.

With the advent of this new vision, a new organizational structure has been implemented to allow 
Dooley to meet the demands of being the program’s Head Football Coach. Dooley’s recently hired Deputy 
Athletics Director and Chief Operating Officer Bruce Van De Velde, a former athletic director at Iowa State, 
whose administrative experience brings fresh ideas and new ways of thinking to Louisiana Tech.

Deputy Athletics Director and Senior Women’s Administrator Mary Kay Hungate, having been with the 
athletics department for the past 23 years, has already seen many positive changes within the department.

“Change in the organizational structure of the department has created reporting lines that are much more 
defined,” says Hungate. “We are accountable to one another to a much greater degree than in the past, and 
that helps us to be more productive.”

Upon assuming the Athletics Director role, Dooley immediately began to look at every facet of the 
operation, evaluating its efficiency and effectiveness. “I spent the first few months and a lot of energy 
analyzing everything we do as a department and asking, ‘How can we do it better?’”

As a result of this analysis, Dooley identified corporate and external relations, private contributions, and 
overall ticket sales as key areas that would be essential for the future growth of the athletics department.

“We have seen significant improvements in all of our revenue streams, which makes the future look even 
brighter,” says Associate Athletics Director for External Affairs Eric Buskirk. Buskirk arrived at Tech in the 
summer of 2007 as part of the new senior leadership team.

Dooley also recognizes the need for increasing ticket sales through enhancements in the program that fall 
outside the sidelines.

“A lot of work is going into creating a ‘Game Day Experience’ that complements what happens inside the 
stadium or the arena during the game. This is something that our fans have been craving for a long time.”

This commitment to the “Game Day Experience” can be seen in stadium improvements, a new 
concession services contract with Aramark, the addition of a Kids’ Zone amusement center, the new Argent 
Financial Tailgating Pavilion, and a state-of-the-art video board that will be installed in Joe Aillet Stadium 
prior to the 2009 season.

Van De Velde knows that things are on the right track, but much still needs to be done to complete the 
transformation.

“We are focused on running the department like a business, and we’re working hard to put the 
mechanisms in place we need to grow our revenues.”

Not forgotten amidst all of the changes within the department, Dooley, Van De Velde, Hungate, and 
Buskirk acknowledge the importance and passion of the Louisiana Tech fans.

“Tech’s alumni and fans are so passionate and willing to lend a helping hand to grow the program,” says 
Buskirk. “You don’t find that level of commitment in many programs around the country, and it’s one of the 
reasons that I wanted to come here.”

For every action, there’s a reaction. Nowhere is that more evident than in the new vision and leadership 
of Louisiana Tech Athletics.

Dooley is able to see what the fans are starting to feel.
“We’ll know we’ve been successful when the work we have done has our fans, our students, our faculty 

and our administration proud of how our teams represent the institution and of how our department serves 
our supporters.”
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The ‘Dean’ of Defense
The most successful people seem to have the simplest philosophies.
Media mogul Ted Turner believed that you, “lead, follow, or get out of the way.” Former GE chairman and CEO Jack Welch said, 

“Be #1 or #2, or get out altogether.”
For Fred Dean, it was just as simple.
“First, I get the guy in front of me out of my way. Then I go after the quarterback.”
After a stellar 11-year NFL career, which included four Pro Bowls and two Super Bowl championships with the San Francisco 49ers, 

Dean stands among the greatest to ever play as a 2008 inductee into the Pro Football Hall of Fame.
“While I was the one who went on the field and played, and received some nice honors, it’s really the people who supported and 

believed in me who should also be receiving this award,” said Dean. “Without them, this whole thing wouldn’t be happening.”
From 1971 to 1974, the All-American defensive lineman commanded the trenches in Joe Aillet Stadium, helping lead the Bulldogs 

to four straight Southland Conference titles and a combined mark of 44-4. During that stretch, Tech won the 1972 and 1973 Division 
II national titles.  Not a single point was scored against the Dean-led defense in either championship game.

“When Fred Dean is in on a play, it is nothing but an all-out assault on the quarterback,” said former 49ers head coach Bill Walsh.
And go after the quarterback he did. Although sacks weren’t an official stat in the NFL until 1982, Dean unofficially recorded 

almost 100 of them during his career.
Dean recorded a career-high 17.5 sacks in 1983, which included an NFL record (since broken) of six sacks in a 27-0 shutout of New 

Orleans.
“He’s still the strongest guy I ever faced,” says Hall of Fame offensive tackle Anthony Munoz.
However, one of the most feared defensive linemen in NFL history said he couldn’t help but show a more emotional side during his 

induction ceremony.
“I was thinking about my mom, Rosie Lee, who passed away four years ago and was my best friend and supporter, and reflecting 

back on how much she meant to me in my life and athletic career.”
“My father, Rural Dean, is nearly 90 now, and he’s still with us and has been such a big part of my life, and then there is my wife 

(Pam) and children and family members and friends.”
Dean said he hopes the honor is something the entire community of Ruston and Louisiana Tech can enjoy. 
“For myself, that’s the best thing about this honor, the fact that it’s a time when Ruston, Louisiana Tech and everyone back home in 

Louisiana can celebrate along with me. This is as much for the city of Ruston, for Louisiana Tech and everyone who played a big part 
in making this great honor possible as it is for me.”

1,067 miles separate Ruston, Louisiana and the Hall of Fame in Canton, Ohio.
Fred Dean has made Louisiana Tech proud every step of the way.
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“This is as much for 
the city of Ruston, 
for Louisiana Tech 
and everyone who 
played a big part in 
making this great 
honor possible as it 
is for me.”
Fred Dean

WAC Leading Ladies
For the first time since 1995, the 2008 Lady 

Techsters softball team earned a berth in the NCAA 
tournament after capturing the Western Athletic 
Conference title on May 10 at Rainbow Wahine 
Softball Stadium in Honolulu.

“I’m so happy for this team,” said head coach 
Sarah Dawson. “I’m proud of the way our kids 
played and the way they fought. We found so many 
different ways to win games, and the kids believed 
in what we asked of them.” 

The Lady Techsters had to knock off four Top 25 
teams in as many days, downing #22 Hawaii, #10 
Fresno State, and #17 Nevada.

Pitcher Krissi Oliver, who was named 
tournament MVP, got the start in the 
championship game and battled through six 
innings, scattering 10 hits and one walk while 
working her way out of a number of tough 
situations.

The Lady Techsters reached the NCAA regional 
tournament championship game before falling to 
top-seed and #4 ranked Texas A&M. Tech finished 
the season with an impressive record of 37-29 and 
the #33 ranking in the nation.

Scoring a total of 106 points, the Lady Techsters 
track team also took home a championship, 
winning the 2008 Western Athletic Conference 
Indoor Track and Field title at Jackson Track in 
Boise, Idaho, edging Hawaii by a final score of 
122-121.

This was the third WAC track championship for 
the Lady Techsters in the last four years.

“This was a very different team than the one we 
had last year,” said Tech head coach Gary Stanley. 
“These kids really stepped it up, and winning by 
one point taught them a valuable lesson which will 
help us in the future.”

Seniors Nadia Alexander and Lasadies McClain 
both won individual championships; Alexander in 
the shot put with a throw of 52 feet, 10.25 inches, 
and McClain in the 200-meter dash at 24.37 
seconds. Freshman Chasidee Lewis-Baker won the 
championship in the 60 meters at 7.49 seconds.
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Techsters Welcome Home ‘Lady’ Legend
Lady Techster legend Teresa Weatherspoon’s career has come full-circle with her recent return as an associate head coach to 

Lady Techsters Head Coach Chris Long.
Weatherspoon’s resume boasts such accolades as a two-time WNBA Defensive Player of the Year (1997-98), Kodak All-

American, Olympic Gold Medalist and record holder for career assists and steals in Louisiana Tech history.
“Coach Long really wants to bring this program back to the level of play that it’s always known, and that means a lot to 

me,” Weatherspoon says. “We both believe there is no reason why this program can’t get back to where it used to be.”

Bulldogs Defeat 
Mississippi State

With the eyes of the nation on Louisiana 
Tech, the Bulldog football team upset 
Mississippi State, 22-14, in front of a crowd 
of over 25,000 at Joe Aillet Stadium.  The 
historic evening marked the first ever visit for 
an SEC team to Tech’s campus and the first 
win over an SEC team since 1999.  ESPN2 
broadcast the game nationwide.

“I was really proud of the team,” said 
Head Coach Derek Dooley. “We faced so 
much adversity with turnovers in the red 
zone. It was something we had talked about 
the entire week before the game, but they 
kept fighting all night, kept believing and 
ground out a solid victory.”

J.C. Love Field at Pat 
Patterson Park

The 2008 WAC baseball tournament came 
to Ruston, and the Bulldogs used the special 
occasion to rededicate the baseball complex 
as J.C. Love Field at Pat Patterson Park in 
honor of the late Pat “Gravy” Patterson.

Patterson, who passed away in 2007 at 
age 73, was the all-time winningest coach in 
Bulldog baseball history, compiling a record 
of 741-462-2 from 1968 through 1990.

Patterson took the Bulldogs to seven 
NCAA Tournament appearances, the last 
coming in 1987. In 1974, Patterson had 
the Bulldogs just one game away from the 
College World Series.

“Coach Long 
really wants 
to bring this 
program 
back to 
the level of 
play that 
it’s always 
known, and 
that means a 
lot to me.”
Teresa Weatherspoon, women’s 
basketball assistant head 
coach
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Lee Ann Teer and Tony Patterson, children of Pat “Gravy” Patterson, celebrate the 
dedication of J.C. Love Field at Pat Patterson Park with Dan Reneau and Jim Oakes.
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Scholarships Professorships
A large number of Tech students benefit each year from scholarship funds 

and endowments created at the Tech Foundation by alumni and friends. Among 
the many scholarships established this year were the following:

Moyers Scholarship
Tech has honored one of its most outstanding graduates by establishing the 
Moyers Scholarship in memory of Edward L. Moyers, a 1955 business graduate. 
Mr. Moyers served Tech with great distinction as chair of the university’s 
Centennial Campaign. He was also honored with the Distinguished Service 
Award and was named to Tech’s Hall of Distinguished Alumni. Mr. Moyers 
established a large honors endowment for students in the College of Business, 
and, following his death in 2006, the Foundation received a considerable 
bequest from his estate.

Bill Taylor Memorial Scholarship
Benchmark Bank and Affiliated Mortgage established a scholarship to honor the 
memory of Tech graduate and supporter Bill Taylor (’71 Finance), who passed 
away unexpectedly in November 2007. Because of Bill’s passionate support for 
Tech athletics, the scholarship will benefit an outstanding football player.

Courtney Scott McGuffee Memorial Scholarship
Courtney Scott McGuffee (’07 Education) was an exceptional student, an 
orientation leader, an officer in her sorority, a member of the President’s and 
Dean’s lists, Tech Homecoming Queen, and an inspiration to other students. 
Courtney passed away in the spring of 2007 and to honor her memory, family 
and friends established the scholarship which will be awarded each year to a Phi 
Mu majoring in Elementary Education.

James H. Rivers Scholarship in Golf
Debbie Rivers of Monroe established a scholarship in memory of her husband 
Jim (’56 Business), who passed away in 2003 after a battle with cancer. Jim 
was captain of the Tech Golf Team in 1955 and 1956. The scholarship will be 
awarded to an outstanding member of the Golf Team.

John D. and Sara J. Holland Scholarship
Johnny Holland (’43 Accounting) of Jackson, MS, elected to create a 
scholarship with the future proceeds of a charitable gift annuity that he funded 
through the Tech Foundation. Mr. Holland established the scholarship in the 
College of Business with a preference for students from Jackson Parish. Mr. 
Holland is a former mayor of Vicksburg, MS, and was inducted into Tech’s Hall 
of Distinguished Alumni in 1983.

Additional gifts to these scholarships and all scholarships at the Tech 
Foundation can be made by sending a contribution to the Louisiana Tech 
University Foundation at P.O. Box 1190, Ruston, LA 71273 and specifying the 
scholarship you wish to benefit.

In 2008 the Louisiana Tech University Foundation submitted four privately 
funded gifts of $60,000 to the State of Louisiana for matching funds as part of 
the endowed professorship program. State matching funds from the Louisiana 
Education Quality Support Fund leveraged each private gift of $60,000 into 
a $100,000 endowed professorship. Professorships are awarded to outstanding 
faculty and support their efforts in teaching and research. 

Bobby E. Price Professorship
Alumni and friends of the College of Engineering and Science funded a 
professorship in the name of Dr. Price to honor his many years of dedicated 
service to Tech and its students. Dr. Price is a retired civil engineering professor 
and life director on the board of directors of the Engineering and Science 
Foundation.

James W. and Jeanne H. Adams Professorship
James (‘51 Engineering) and Jeanne (’52 Journalism) Adams of Greenville, TX 
funded a professorship in Electrical Engineering.  Mr. Adams had previously, 
with brother Roy Adams and sister Marjorie Adams, funded a professorship in 
English in memory of their mother, Mildred Saunders Adams.

Thomas O’Kelly Mitchiner Professorship
John A. O’Neal, Jr. (’51 Business) and Martha Jane (Me-J) O’Neal of 
Choudrant established a professorship in the College of Business to honor the 
memory of Me-J’s father, Tom Mitchiner, a distinguished businessman and civic 
activist in West Carroll Parish.

Contractor’s Trust Professorship
The Contractor’s Educational Trust Fund, whose mission is to promote 
programs used for contractor educational purposes, has funded their second 
professorship in Engineering at Tech.
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LTAC Membership 
Grows

The excitement surrounding Tech 
Athletics continues to grow.  Members of 
LTAC – donors to athletics through the 
Louisiana Tech Athletic Club – increased 
more than 20 percent from fiscal year 
2006-07 to fiscal year 2007-08.

Alumni Association 
Hosts Largest 
“Happening” Ever

In July, the Louisiana Tech Alumni 
Association hosted the largest Tech 
alumni gathering ever as more than 
1,000 Tech alumni and friends attended 
“Happening XXVII” in Monroe.

Sponsored by Argent Financial, 
the event at the Monroe Civic Center 
featured Tech President Dan Reneau and 
Athletics Director and Head Football 
Coach Derek Dooley.

Dr. Reneau discussed the positive 
direction of the University and 
highlighted a range of accomplishments 
and activities, including research 
productivity, program accreditations and 
campus construction and renovations.

Coach Dooley emphasized the positive 
changes that are occurring in Tech 
athletics, specifically the hiring of new 
coaches, marketing and improvements to 
facilities such as Joe Aillet Stadium, Jim 
Mize Track and Field Complex, tennis 
courts and the bowling alley.
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Our Mission
As a selective-admissions, comprehensive public university, Louisiana Tech 

is committed to quality in teaching, research, creative activity, public service 

and economic development. Louisiana Tech maintains as its highest priority 

the education and development of its students in a challenging, yet safe and 

supportive, community of learners. Louisiana Tech provides a technology-

rich, interdisciplinary teaching, learning and research environment to ensure 

student and faculty success.
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